Efficacy of Vein Mapping in Lymphaticovenular Anastomosis
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Abstract
For successful lymphaticovenular anastomosis (LVA), it is important that both lymphatics and veins should be placed within one small incision. We report a case of vein mapping using VueTek’s Veinsite™, a non-contact vein visualization system. A 68-year-old Japanese woman had noted worsening lymphedema in both her lower limbs for five years. Seven years ago, she underwent total abdominal hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, pelvic lymphadenectomy, para-aortic lymphadenectomy, and omentectomy. Despite the constant and strong compressive therapy, edema gradually progressed. The ICG fluorescent test showed several intact lymph-duct flows to the bilateral lower thigh. The bilateral thigh showed severe abnormal images of dermal backflow. Veinsite™ was used to identify and map subcutaneous venules before surgery. The points of intersections between lymph-duct and venules were eleven in the right lower thigh and nine in the left lower thigh. We performed LVAs under local anesthesia (on the left leg: two incisions and three LVAs; on the right leg: three incisions and four LVAs). At all the incision sites, we found lymphatics and venules at suitably adjacent places for LVA. The lymphedema showed signs of improvement at 6 months post-surgery and the pain in the lower extremities also disappeared. Veinsite™ is a new non-contact and non-invasive vascular imaging device that uses near-infrared light. It can detect reduced hemoglobin at about 0.7 cm depth beneath the surface of the skin. This device shows veins easily, quickly, and safely by displaying their precise positions on the monitor. Its description range is wide and we can use it in hands-free mode. In the case described here, seven LVAs were done successfully at five incisions. The most difficult part of the LVA procedure is in determining where to place the skin incision. Vein mapping can provide additional information to determine LVA site preoperatively, thus increasing the success rate of LVA.

Introduction
For successful lymphaticovenular anastomosis (LVA), it is important that both lymphatics and veins should be placed within one small incision. Lymphatics can be mapped with Indocyanine green (ICG) fluorescent lymphography [1,2], using specific infrared camera like Photo Dynamic Eye (PDE, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). However, we cannot know where the suitable venules exist before surgery. Only large venous vessels are detectable by PDE slightly. So, we sometimes encounter cases where the detection of a suitable venule becomes the most time-consuming process during the surgery. Recently, some types of vein visualization system have been developed. In this article, we report a case of vein mapping using VueTek’s Veinsite™, a non-contact vein visualization system (Figure 1A, 1B, and 1C).

Case Report
A 68-year-old Japanese woman had worsening lymphedema in both her lower limbs over the last five years. Seven years ago, she underwent total abdominal hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, pelvic lymphadenectomy, para-aortic lymphadenectomy, and omentectomy. Despite the constant use of strong compressive therapy by elastic stocking during the last five years, her lymphedema gradually progressed and she felt pain in both legs. The ICG fluorescent test showed several intact lymphatics from her dorsum pedis to lower thigh in both legs. Dermal backflow sign was visible on both thighs. As a preoperative preparation, first, the lymphatic vessels were detected and mapped by red lines using PDE. Then, Veinsite™ was used to identify and map subcutaneous veins and venules by black lines just around the lymphatics. The width of the lines could show the thickness of the detected veins and venules. The points of intersections between lymphatics and venules were eleven on the right side and nine on the left side (Figure 1D). We performed LVAs under local anesthesia (on the left leg: two for ankle and one for thigh; on the right leg: one for ankle, one for thigh, and two for knee). At all the incision sites, we found lymphatics and venules at suitably adjacent places for LVA. As a result, venules were detected approximately 0.5 mm in thickness. Compression therapy was resumed postoperatively. The lymphedema showed signs of improvement at 6 months post-surgery and the pain in the lower extremities also disappeared. Lower Extremity Lymphedema (LEL) index [3] improved from 247 to 220 in the right lower limb, and 281 to 237 in the left lower limb (Figure 1E and 1F).

Discussion
Non-contact vascular imaging devices were developed to facilitate the puncture of veins in cases where vein detection was difficult, especially in babies and infants. Projection type vein visualization devices could make vein visible, but had difficulty in identifying venules [4,5]. Also, the device is handled mainly by hands. Veinsite™ is a new non-contact, non-invasive vascular imaging device that uses near-infrared light. It can detect reduced hemoglobin at about 0.7 cm depth beneath the surface of the skin. This device shows veins easily, quickly, and safely by displaying their precise positions on the monitor. Its description range is wide and we can use it in hands-free mode. In the case described here, seven LVAs were done successfully at five incisions. The most difficult part of the LVA procedure is in determining where to place the skin incision. Vein mapping can provide additional information to determine LVA site preoperatively, thus increasing the success rate of LVA.
lymphedema [1]. The most difficult part of the LVA procedure is in determining where to place the skin incision. Vein mapping can provide additional information to determine LVA site preoperatively, thus increasing the success rate of LVA.

Conclusion
We reported a case of lower extremity lymphedema treated by LVA that preoperatively mapped not only lymphatic vessels by PDE, but also veins and venules using Veinsite™. This non-contact vein visualization system could identify venules suitable for LVA, and was helpful for determining the incision site. Preoperative vein mapping can shorten the surgical duration and can increase the anastomoses during the limited time.

Figure 1. (A) Normal view. (B) Veinsite™ view. (C) Veinsite™ view around the knee. Venules are visible. (D) The red lines were collectors detected by ICG fluorescence lymphography, and the black lines were veins and venules detected by Veinsite™. The points of intersection between lymphatics and venules were eleven in the right side and nine in the left side. (E) Before operation. (F) Six months after operation.
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